


MISSION

Creativity and flexibility define us,
as we are highly adaptable to our 
customers needs. 

Our main focus is to come up with 
customised, versatile, and up-to-date 
solutions that will significantly improve 
the shopping experience.

We make our customers to sell better. 

The question is: 
Do You want to sell better?

HISTORY

Since 1998, we are providing high 
quality and cost-efficient solutions for 
display designs. 
Our continuous development based on 
innovation, consistency, and dedication 
made us a trustworthy European 
partner in the retail environment.
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The futuristic design will make you think the 
shape is created from a Sci-Fi movie. But not. 
It is about some chewing gum.

An impressive tower, simple but yet aggresive 
shape, quite complicated inside. A time traveller 
display is all you need to make your products 
remarkable.

ROCKET DISPLAY
Made in corrugated cardboard

Features:
• UV digital printed
• Plastic base tray for moisture protection.
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With our cardboard presentation
This organizer looks like is showing you some 
shot-guns in a military environment. 
Perfect shape just to make the product fully 
visible and understandable. 

You really need to get one and dance with it 
in your home.

KEEP IT CLEAN AND SIMPLE!

Features:
• Full cardboard
• UV digital printed
• Flat pack delivered
• Very light and stable
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Maybe it’s because the cube is a part of our 
logo. So, we have dedicated our engineers to fit 
more cubes in a tower. Beers and condoms the 
perfect match!

We can even ship the cubes flat-pack, if needed.

WE LOVE CUBES!
Especially those ones made in 
cardbord

Features:
• UV digital printed
• Variable sizes and height  
• Impressive load capacity
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With a digital video & sound player
Yes. We have integrated a digital tablet in this 
display’s header. So, when a customer 
approaches the display, the movie and the 
music starts to play. A bit shocked and 
impressed, the customer will grab a Coke 
(at least) and will hurry up the the cash desk ;-)

Or, he will get a popcorn bag and will watch 
the full movie...

STORYTELLER DISPLAY

Features:
• Full corrugated cardboard display, 
• UV digital printed
• Integrated motions sensor connected to the  
   video-sound player
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CHOCOLATE DISPLAY
Efficiency to the maximum
Tilted shelves so that you don’t need to refill 
the display so often. Merchandising is done 
using gravity.

Fixing on a Chep pallet, the new standard in 
logistics in the modern retail. Easy to move, 
easy to scrap, waste reduced to minimum.

Features:
• Manufactured from corrugated cardboard
• UV digital printing
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And the cardboard cars
Everything begins with the customer’s wish: 
“Let me have a car coming out of a display”. 
So, we did it. And the customer just loved it.

If you do it, too - you might not win that car. 
But you will get some nice experience working 
with us. And your customers will get very close 
to the display with a “Wow!”

TRANSFORMERS 

Features:
• UV digital printing
• Premium know-how involved
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A PHARMACY IN A DISPLAY
Or finding the cardboard limits
A lot of small and delicate products to show, 
a premium cosmetic brand, a long lifetime, 
resilient and still delicate display. This was the 
customer’s inquiry.

The result? A piece of furniture resembling a 
cathedral. Classic, nice shapes, solid and space 
enough to fit a small pharmacy inside. And a lot 
of engineering, a lot of small parts to assemble.

Features:
• All UV digital printed cardboard
• Plastic edge finishing
• 50 kg of load to carry

elastic
edge coverage
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1700 mm

560 mm
420 mm

Plywood and some nice, exotic beer
Close your eyes, set the sails and you will catch 
the wind of sales!

The challenge was enormous, to have such a 
piece of fine design just packed in a flat 
cartonbox. Finally, it’s just a Lego construction, 
clever and effective.

BOAT DISPLAY

Features:
• Lasercut plywood
• Minimal material waste 
• Flat pack delivered 
• Easy to assemble
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GOTHIC DISPLAY
As elaborate, as this beer is
Impressive. This was the word used by our 
customer. And we used so many ideas, 
materials, technologies for such an outcome.

It looks very attractive in the store, practically 
you are invited closer to  taste the mistery of 
such a legendary liquor.

Features:
• Structure made of black wood with golden 
   printed plastic strips 
• Volume lettering 
• LED lighting 
• Mat and glossy finishing
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Ø 800 mm
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Actually, wrapped in wood
This customer just developed an innovative 
anti-aging potion and challenged us to build 
some floating shelves surrounding the luminous 
center.

The logo looks like it’s painted on air, on top. 
The light comes from everywhere, from inside 
the shaped wall, from top and under each shelf.

Everything was designed for attraction and eye 
pleasure.

FLOATING AMPOULE

Features:
• Made of wood 
• Plexiglas and a lot of powerful LED units
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FRESH REFRIGERATION TOWER
For a plant based canned juice
So it looks like our customer was asking: like a 
vegetable tower. A green island in the middle 
of the store. Everybody’s wondering: are those 
plants for real? Of course they aren’t. 

So  we already attracted shoppers to approach 
the tower and feel like trying the taste of the 
nature. It’s only to open the fridge inside and 
get the liquor.

Features:
• Wood structure covered with plastic imitation   
   of ivy
• Large sized vacuum formed cans on sides and 
   a small refrigerator inside
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With floating real bottles
Yes, looks like the bottles are floating on a 
luminous ice cubes arrangement. Like we are 
facing here the Oscar prize in the premium 
spirits world.

And we are not so far away: this is really the 
winner of our luxury displays. Only premium, 
super glossy materials, a lot of light. Tasting 
this vodka, you will feel like a part of the 
Academy Awards.

VODKA LUXURY HIGHLIGHTER

Features:
• Wooden structure covered with black glossy  
   plexiglas
• Vacuumformed ice and a lot of LED light 
   sources
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LUXURY BOTTLE TOWER
For premium retail locations
Let’s say you want to highlight your product in 
a duty free area, where all the top brands are 
competing for customer’s attraction.

So what do you do? Create a huge black 
(colorless) tower, that is higher that 99,9% of 
the population. All the shelves illuminated 
from top and above, top logo illuminated 
from the inside, all around. Nobody will miss 
this spot, they will at least approach to check 
this exotic brand name.
Features:
• Metallic structure covered with black glossy 
   plexiglas 
• A lot of LED lighting from the inside
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For selected retail environment
Less is more. And here we can prove it. Like the 
logo and the cigarette brand we are promoting 
with this structure. So simple and yet, so 
sophisticated. 

The full printed back panel in hi-gloss finishing 
turns this display into a very effective indoor 
billboard.

CIGARETTE TOWER 

Features:
• Black metal structure
• Black wood composite panel
• Lightened top logo
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ENERGY TOWER
Long life like the battery highlighted
This Energy Metal Display will easily fit in any 
retail narrow corner, and the glossy gold 
finishing on top will let everybody know what 
is going on.

Furthermore, the durable structure will take any 
bump, hit, crash or scratch and will last much 
longer than all the batteries inside.

Features:
• Black metallic structure
• Solid state printed jacket 
• Heavy and stable floor base
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For supermarket environment
We produced this tower in metal, so that it’s 
lifetime will be not limited.

Simple parts, to be easily assembled in the retail 
location, easy to relocate or to dismantle. Not 
much of a philosophy. But extremely effective.

PERMANENT CUSTOMIZABLE 
DISPLAY

Features:
• Full metal structure 
• Changeable prited logos 
• Hooks and shelves in various proportions 
   and positions
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SUMMERTIME ISLAND OF JOY
Let’s have some concerto fun!
Can you miss an outdoor huge concert, feeling 
the music vibration together with tens of 
thousand of fans?

Nobody wants to miss such an event. So we 
created a miniature stage just for you, our 
beloved customer. Which looks huge in the 
hypermarket environment.
Features:
• Top illumination from reflectors
• Mounted on truss structure
• Huge fake loudspeakers
• Coloured headers
• Lightened shelves
• Logos and contours and some spirit of joy ;-)
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Created for supermarkets
Easy to move, dismantle, store and install, this 
heavy duty display is the perfect solution for 
mobile and versatile end of season promotions.

But the main feature here, remains the 
huge loading capacity, up to 200 kg in total. 
Designed mainly for bottled products.

ROLLING ISLAND FOR HEAVY 
PROMOTIONS

Features:
• Heavy duty metal parts 
• Wood decoration
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BULK INFRASTRUCTURE
For an overwhelming shopping 
experience
You have everything here: gravity bins, scoop 
bins, measuring scale, bags, cups, information, 
waste bin, bottom servicing drawers, illumination, 
printed surrounding environement. 

This is what we are calling “cutting edge 
shopfitting”.

Features:
• Modular and expandable structure made of   
   metal, 
• Composite wood panels, 
• Standard food safe bins, 
• Printed panels.
• Specific dimensions depending on the store
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 All the displays are created and built by the guys in our design department in a cost saving mindset.   
Delivered in a way  that minimizes the freight volume.    Individually packed for better logistics, for easier 
storage and split deliveries.    Illustrated easy-to-build assembly instructions.   
Our cool designers are looking forward for more challenges
Visit our website for more information: www.artmatch.net.

FLAT
PACK
DISPLAYS

  2019

Discover
a new 

range of 
Displays!




